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l|c|a:BCN UO, is the  life | city | adaptation: Barcelona Urban Design Program at the University of 
Oregon’s School of Architecture and Allied Arts.  The program is part of Urban Interactions Lab, UIxD and  
Bottom-Up Urban Design research as a way of finding urban design theory of frameworks for participation 
from the smallest scale of people and events to make urban rooms, neighborhoods, districts and cities. 
The l|c|a:BCN UO program is currently providing design support for the City of Barcelona’s 22@ 
information activities district.  The program is accredited through the University of Oregon including a 
multi-disciplinary team of students from the fields of architecture, landscape architecture, business and 
sociology.  The l|c|a:BCN UO progam supports the PDX|BCN Exchange to connect the two cities of 
Portland and Barcelona to understand bottom up urban design also connecting to ongoing research in 
digital media, namely the Urban Interactions Lab and the Parametric Places course at the UO Department 
of Architecture researching systems thinking and the inclusion of external conditions data over time.

Urban Systems + Urban Interventions

To develop urban systems analysis tools with respect to:
-       Learn the limits of parametrics and urban design
-       Neighborhood planning and identity, bottom up, in 22@
-       Build parametric skills
-       Theory, reading and writing skills, update of contemporary conversation
-       Connect Department of Architecture into global conversation of parametrics and urban design topic 5

life, city, adaptation: Barcelona
Criteria for Intelligence, Urban Systems Analysis Tools

Summer 2013
Overview

Objectives



Criteria for Intelligence, Urban Systems Analysis Tools

+ 
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lcaBCN



1.  Neighborhood Type Study 
2.  Methods for Urban Systems Analysis Tools

+ 
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lcaBCN



01. Maritime Metropolis, 1329 

Barrio Gotico  /  Poblenou
Sarria  /  Raval   *Gracia
Girona

02. Modernisme Systems, 1859

Eixample
 Pati de les Aiguas, Rambla Catalunya / Balmes / E. Granados, Joan Oliver
Lesseps, Horta
Ribera Subtraction,  Palau de la Musica / Vergonya / Ciutadela 1888 Expo
1929 Expo Mies Pavilion, Caixa Forum

Comparative City. Granada, Andalucia Cultural and Climactic

Albaicin South
Alhambra / Albaicin North
Centro Historico
Carrera de la Virgen, Rio Genil  / Zaidin
Figares (Edge City),  Caja Granada  / Parque de Ciencias

03. Neo-liberal and Global Pluralism pre 1992 Olympics 

22@ South  /  Olympic Village
Selva de Mar  /  Palo Alto  /  Diagonal Mar
Forum 2004  /  Diagonal Glories a Forum  /  22@ North

Travel:  Girona  /  Ripoll.Olot.RCR  /  Granada  /  Igualada 
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Neighborhood Morphology Types

1.  Neighborhood Type Study 
2.  Methods for Urban Systems Analysis Tools

lcaBCN



Urban Room Diagram:  *Wall / Edge / Urban Furniture, 60 s diagrams in series

Collage Diagrams: Time, Material, Vector + Database

Analog Parametrics: Tiling Exercise of Plan Cerda

Digital Parametrics: Grasshopper

Mapping I, BCN:  118 point ‘heat map’ of indicators, tables by hand

Mapping II, GRX:  *Formhub Survey Software+ Grasshopper, digital tables

Livability Audit:  Deni Ruggieri 

Mapping III, BCN: Sample block and 3 x 3+ neighborhood
   *Grasshopper Urban Analysis Tool Definition

Geomapping:  Grasshopper + Elk, alternative to GIS

Infographics:  Diagramming Statistics + Comparative Data

Interface Design I: App Design

Interface Design II:  Urban Intervention, Urban Design

9

Methods

1.  Neighborhood Type Study 
2.  Methods for Urban Systems Analysis Tools

lcaBCN
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Criteria: Bottom Up,  22a to 22@,  10 / 10 / 10 lcaBCN
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SOCIAL BRIDGING
jesse alvIzar + annIe leDbUry + alIza tUttle 



Social Bridging

The purpose of our project is to study social interactions 
in public open spaces between the growing populations of 
the 22@ workers and residents

Abstract

“Social Capital refers to the connections among individuals-social net-
works and the norms of reciprocity and trustworthiness...Social Bridg-
ing refers to that of social networks between socially heterogeneous 
groups...and is better for linkage to external assets and for information 
diffusion.”  -Robert Putnam, Bowling Alone

With the hopes of creating a new technology district in 
Barcelona, the 22@ district has become a new platform 
for the urban design of cities. With its 10 10 10 design 
module, they are attempting to create a unit the will be able 
to be repeated throughout the grid of the city. This plan 
called for each block in the 22@ to have 10% open space, 
however, because of the mixed occupancy of current 
residence and the new workers these open spaces are not 
used to there full potential and are lacking of social bridg-
ing. 

In order to fully maximize the potential of the urban spaces 
we propose a framework for individuals to take ownership 
of public space. With a virtual and physical system, our 
hope is it will get residents excited about urban planning 
at the micro scale, create an overall place brand for the 
district, and provide meaningful opportunities for commu-
nity interaction between individuals from the increasingly 
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Module
Urban Room
 

Point
Node
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Block
 

Module
Urban Room
 

Point
Node
 

What is a NODE?
It is the conversation piece in the city’s urban living room.

  

Data Collection Method

In order to understand the current state of the 22@ district we 
decided to go out as a group and do a quick map the nodes 
that were in the 22@ district. After the initial mapping was 
done, we decided based on the data collected which location of 
the district of do further data collection. 

Once the study site was chosen a more thorough analysis of 
the architectural and social qualities of the open space within 
the study area was done. Once this was done the resulting 
data was put in to a matrix in order to compare it with data that 
we collected from several surrounding sites that we deemed 
successful open spaces and had the “nodes” that we were 
looking for.

We define a node as any element in a public space that 
connects strangers from disparate socio-economic, age, 
interest, origin, or other type of groups.  Common nodes 
include interactive art pieces, social or cultural landmarks, 
food hubs like community gardens and markets, and 
public events.
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Data collectIon methoD

Unit/Module/Point



Activity Nodes Social InteractionArchitectural Qualities
Number of Floors
Transparency of Facade
Building Uses

Building Outlines
10% Open Spaces

Community Gardens
Markets
Bikeshare Hubs
Metro Stops

Population Demographics

Food
Art Interventions
Events
Landmarks (social/cultural)

Age Groups
Language
Types of Interactions
Number of Occupants/ m 

1

2

Primary

Secondary

Indicator

2

Activity Nodes Social InteractionArchitectural Qualities
Number of Floors
Transparency of Facade
Building Uses

Building Outlines
10% Open Spaces

Community Gardens
Markets
Bikeshare Hubs
Metro Stops

Population Demographics

Food
Art Interventions
Events
Landmarks (social/cultural)

Age Groups
Language
Types of Interactions
Number of Occupants/ m 

1

2

Primary

Secondary

Indicator

2

What we were looking for?

The criteria, or Indicators, that were used in the data 
collection process are broken down into three categories. 
First are the “Architecture Qualities,” This was the actual 
architectural qualities of the facades that made up the 
walls of the urban room.  Second are the “Activity Nodes,” 
these are nodes that we feel would create the most 
social bridging within the open spaces. Lastly are the 
“Social Interaction” indicators which looked at the social 
interactions that were occurring in the open space and the 
diversity of people in the space. 

This was done for both the five precedent sites and 
the nine study open spaces in the 22@ district. The 
Architectural data was output in maps and then ranked 
as most desirable open space. This was then put into the 
data matrix that compiled all of the data collected from the 
three indicators. 

With this matrix we were able to correlate the desired 
open space with the apparent success of the social 
interactions that were occurring in the space. In order to 
get more accurate data for the social interactions. The 
data was collected on three separate days, once in the 
morning, once during lunch time, and once in the evening.

With all of the data in the matrix a final map was output 
with the final ranking of the open spaces, with this map 
we could insert in into our digital app for locations of pos-
sible interventions. We also chose the site for the actual 
physical intervention based on the data collected.

Activity Nodes Social InteractionArchitectural Qualities
Number of Floors
Transparency of Facade
Building Uses

Building Outlines
10% Open Spaces

Community Gardens
Markets
Bikeshare Hubs
Metro Stops

Population Demographics

Food
Art Interventions
Events
Landmarks (social/cultural)

Age Groups
Language
Types of Interactions
Number of Occupants/ m 

1

2

Primary

Secondary

Indicator

2

Activity Nodes Social InteractionArchitectural Qualities
Number of Floors
Transparency of Facade
Building Uses

Building Outlines
10% Open Spaces

Community Gardens
Markets
Bikeshare Hubs
Metro Stops

Population Demographics

Food
Art Interventions
Events
Landmarks (social/cultural)

Age Groups
Language
Types of Interactions
Number of Occupants/ m 

1

2

Primary

Secondary

Indicator

2
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40%
1
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60%
2
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0-20%
40%
2
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81-100%
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Architectural Data
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os_02.1

os_02.2

os_02.3

os_01.1

os_04.1
os_05.1

os_05.2 os_04.2

os_10.1

0-20%
20%
1

21-50%
40%
1

21-50%
20%
3

51-80%
40%
1

51-80%
80%
1

0-20%
40%
0

50-81%
20%
1 0-21%

80%
1

21-50%
60%
1

average floor heights
average % transparent
office/ residential present 

Architectural Data



Activity Nodes Social InteractionArchitectural Qualities
Number of Floors
Transparency of Facade
Building Uses

Building Outlines
10% Open Spaces

Community Gardens
Markets
Bikeshare Hubs
Metro Stops

Population Demographics

Food
Art Interventions
Events
Landmarks (social/cultural)

Age Groups
Language
Types of Interactions
Number of Occupants/ m 
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2
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Indicator

2
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Building Outlines
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Population Demographics
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Events
Landmarks (social/cultural)

Age Groups
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Number of Occupants/ m 
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2
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Building Outlines
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Bikeshare Hubs
Metro Stops

Population Demographics
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Art Interventions
Events
Landmarks (social/cultural)

Age Groups
Language
Types of Interactions
Number of Occupants/ m 

1

2
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Secondary

Indicator

2

Activity Nodes Social InteractionArchitectural Qualities
Number of Floors
Transparency of Facade
Building Uses

Building Outlines
10% Open Spaces

Community Gardens
Markets
Bikeshare Hubs
Metro Stops

Population Demographics

Food
Art Interventions
Events
Landmarks (social/cultural)

Age Groups
Language
Types of Interactions
Number of Occupants/ m 

1

2

Primary

Secondary
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2

Activity Nodes Social InteractionArchitectural Qualities
Number of Floors
Transparency of Facade
Building Uses

Building Outlines
10% Open Spaces

Community Gardens
Markets
Bikeshare Hubs
Metro Stops

Population Demographics

Food
Art Interventions
Events
Landmarks (social/cultural)

Age Groups
Language
Types of Interactions
Number of Occupants/ m 

1

2
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Activity Nodes Social InteractionArchitectural Qualities
Number of Floors
Transparency of Facade
Building Uses

Building Outlines
10% Open Spaces

Community Gardens
Markets
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Population Demographics
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home screen

gallery

Draw

map

mapDrawgallery

App + Intervention
Our Digital platform will provide a framework for individu-
als to take ownership of public spaces in collaboration 
with neighbors.

At locations pinpointed via Grasshopper calculations, 
people will have the opportunity to provide feedback on 
City-grenerated ideas for the 10% public spaces, visual-
ized live in 3d. Or they can generate their own concepts 
for public art, events, food hubs, or landmarks and share 
with others in a fun way.

The gallery page of the app would hold all of the submis-
sions from various app users. In first entering the gallery 
you are sent to the open space that you are currently in, if 
not you are sent to the map where you can choose which 
open space galley to look at. In the gallery are the draw-
ings that someone created and there profile who created 
the drawing. You can also make comments or like certain  
ideas in the gallery.

The draw page of the app would be the most used 
interface and this is were the ideas come to life. With 
various options one would draw what they desire in the 
space, once complete they would submit it to the gallery 
and have the options of sharing it with others on social 
networks such as facebook, twitter, and instagram. This 
will allow for sharing and exposure on a mass scale.

The map page of the app would show you the ranking of 
the various open spaces. This map would be the final map 
that was output from the data matrix. On this map one 
would be able to see local bicing stations and metro stops 
to give a sense of place. One would also be able to select 
an open space and be sent a specific gallery to look 
through and comment on submissions for that location.

20

Digital Application
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Urban Intervention

App + Intervention
Our Digital platform will provide a framework for individu-
als to take ownership of public spaces in collaboration 
with neighbors.

The output from this social network of virtual graffiti will 
be embodied in real space through a series of simple, 
interactive “docking stations that meets the architectural 
criteria for success.
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STREET VITALITY
jenna paIrolero + DanIelle hoet + jose cornejo 



STREET VITALITY

Specific spatial strategies exist that can promote the vitality 
of ground-level storefronts and restaurants, stimulating 
specific place identity that is currently lacking in the 22@ 
district.

Ground level public spaces in the 22@ district are 
subject to transience and inactivation, which threatens 
the district’s objective of establishing a live-work-
play sustainable neighborhood. The purpose of our 
investigation is to identify spatial strategies that create 
a recognizable place through the lens of street-level 
merchants and restaurants.  We will collect primary data 
to identify these spatial strategies, and develop a real-
time application allowing business owners, patrons, and 
residents of the 22@ to grow in awareness of this identity. 
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Public/Private Diagram

PUBLIC

PRIVATE
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Module: Intersection Unit: Parcel

Street Section
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INDICATORS

% Open Facade

Street AppealProjection

Typology

District Map of 22@
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Overall Street Vitality 
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Elevation Vitality Diagram
Carrer Badajoz & Carrer Del Dr. Trueta

Carrer Badajoz

Carrer Ciutat De Granada

Carrer Badajoz

Carrer Ciutat De GranadaCarrer Ciutat De Granada

Carrer Bajajoz
Intersection Vitality Diagram

Carrer Badajoz & Carrer Del Dr. Trueta

3D Vitality Diagram
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TAPAS RESTAURANT

TAPAS

SERVICE FOUND

SERVICE NOT FOUND

OR

FEEDBACK TO:

DEVELOPERS,
BUSINESS 
OWNERS, 
CITY PLANNERS

+

TAPAS RESTAURANT

SERVICE NOT FOUND

T

T

Phone Application Proposal 
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Urban Intervention: Digital Cloud 
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EVENTS

PATRONS 
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GUIDE FOR 
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SEARCH 
RESULTS
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NEIGHBORING   
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PROMOTION 
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SOCIAL INTERACTION
regan greenhIll + natasha katzaroff + henry smIth



SOCIAL INTERACTION

The purpose of our project is to catalog public and 
private spaces that allow residents to GATHER in groups 
for constructive reasons, including restaurants, 7@ 
facilities, open spaces, and other spaces supporting social 
interaction.

The recent redevelopment of the neighborhood from an 
industrial zone to a mixed use information technologies 
district leaves most blocks being demolished and rebuilt. 
Since the history of the district had few residents, we 
studied how the redevelopment is incorporating social 
amenities as the population is increasing. 

Our project affects RESIDENTS, ages 25-64, living in the 
22@ district, employed or unemployed who are in need 
of places for constructive gathering. The majority of the 
population (58%) in Barcelona falls under the age range 
we selected. There are also more specialized services 
provided for children and the elderly, which are different 
than the typical gathering places we studied. 

It is important because having a place for residents to 
LEARN, congregate with neighbors to solve issues, all 
increase the quality of life and SOCIAL POWER of the 22@ 
district. 

Data Collection
Information was gathered through an online survey while 
mapping on location. The data was then analyzed by hand. 
Other data was collected through websites, brochures, and 
conversations with locals. 
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Current Mandate for Block Usage

70% 
productive uses

open
space

social
housing

10, 10, 10%

7@

7@ AMENITIES
  Neighborhood Centers.
  Civic Centers.
  Higher Training Centers.
  Universities and On-going Training Centers.
  Research Centres (R+D, public or private). 
  Cultural amenities (museums, libraries, etc.)
  Professional Associations.  
  Information, Documentation and Counselling Centers. 
  Publishing houses and audiovisual creation companies. 
  Companies using intensive knowledge bases. 
  Artistic or cultural management activities
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Facilities per 100,000 Residents

Schedule of Classes at Casal de Barri del Poblenou

1 Community Center
0 Civic Centers

90,000 Residents 

*does not include nearby facilities within a half mile radius of 22@ boundaries

8 Community Center
5 Civic Centers

221,029 Residents 

23 Community Center
51 Civic Centers

1,615,908 Residents 

15 Community Center
1 Civic Centers

2,289,800 Residents 

22@

SANT MARTI

BARCELONA

PORTLAND (MSA)
0.6 facilities
per 100,000 
residents

4.6 facilities
per 100,000 
residents

5.8 facilities
per 100,000 
residents

1.2 facilities
per 100,000 
residents

9 10 11 12 13 17 18 19 20 21
[Public Programs]

Language
Body Movement

Culinary
Graphic Computing

Walks

Mental Therapy
Music:Dance:Theater

[Idiomes]
[Cos i Moviment]
[Cuina]
[Informatica i Imatge]
[Passejades]
[Musica Dansa i Theatre]
[Ment: Coaching i Terapies]

Diluns

Dimarts

Dimecres

Dijous

Devendres

[Monday]

[Tuesday]

[Wednesday]

[Thursday]

[Friday]



District Map - 4x4 blocks highlighted

Evolution of Mapping Criteria

Final Mapping Criteria

Barcelona 
   3x3 block

Granada Barcelona
  1 block

Barcelona 
  4x4 block
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transparency
lighting lighting

wifi

services offered

wifi
trash
recycling

water access

flyers
child safety

groups of 4+ residents

groups of 4+ residents

businesses
RESTAURANT SEATING RESTAURANT SEATING RESTAURANT SEATING

DENSITY OF HOUSEHOLDS DENSITY OF HOUSEHOLDS DENSITY OF HOUSEHOLDSDENSITY OF HOUSEHOLDS
URBAN FURNITURE URBAN FURNITURE SEATING SEATING
GOVERNMENT SIGNAGE GOVERNMENT SIGNAGE GOVERNMENT SIGNAGE

MEETING PLACES MEETING PLACES

GOVERNMENT SIGNAGE
community flyers

open hours

OPEN SPACE

7@ FACILITIES

MEETING SPACES

B Built or Vacant.
7@ FACILITIES

Seating. Benches, Chairs. 
OPEN SPACES

Private or Public.

# of doorbells
DENSITY OF HOUSEHOLDS

Most expensive menu item. 
Amount of Seating. 

RESTAURANTS/CAFE’S



Almogàvers Business Factory

Open Space

Density of Households

Barcelona - 4x4 block

Restaurants - seating and cost

7@ Amenities

Media - TICConsell de l’Audiovisual 
de Catalunya

Universitat Pompeu Fabra

Overlay of all Criteria

Center of Mass

34

B



Universitat Pompeu Fabra

SOCIAL INTERACTION APP

After analyzing the mapping results, our 
conclusion was that enough facilities 
existed in the area but residents might not 
know about the perfect place to gather, 
which was solved by creating the app. 

the home page (right) 
has four options of tools 
all supplied with live feed 
information (below). 
Each potential meeting 
location (left) has a 
page with pertinent 
information, such as 
hours, cost, amenities, 
group size, etc. 
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HOW MANY PEOPLE IN YOUR GROUP?
4-10
10-20
20-50
50-100
100+

FIND A 
MEETING PLACE

WHAT KIND OF FACILITY?
Restaurant/Cafe
Public Building
Open Space
Other

WHAT SERVICES DO YOU NEED?
Wi�
Projector
Open Space
Other

WHAT TIME?

10:00 -13:00
13:00 - 16:00
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Media - TIC
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Projector
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INTERACTIVE SOUND
alexanDra lambrechts + peDro peralta + eleazar racoma
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International Design Competition. His research in bottom-up urban design investigates frameworks for participation 
leveraging computation at the scale of urban systems analysis tools and urban installations.  He is Co-Director of 
the Urban Interactions Lab including the project Sensory Interface for Portland Public Bike Share.
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The term ‘parametric places’ evokes the relationship between abstract systems and real-world 
context.  This course explored the diagramming process between abstract diagrams and scaled 
drawings.

Working with and adding to Barcelona 22@ planning department guidelines, the research explored 
in this course attempts to model as a system the block-by-block planning guidelines as a way to 
support city planning from the bottom up. The course allows students to look closely at methods 
of adaptive systems design and how they allow the values of a place to emerge from the bottom up 
over time by various inhabitants including workers, residents and tourists. Work is shared with the 
Ajuntament de Barcelona 22@ planning office as a way to support cultural sustainability.

The investigation works at the scale of Barcelona Eixample blocks testing unit/whole cause and 
affect at the scale of the block, neighborhood and district. The current block planning guidelines 
transform the unplanned post-industrial blocks of 22a to provide for the 22@ objectives to for 
an information activities district for workers and residents.  Block minimums require 10% of the 
following uses without specifying their locations:  open space, residential and 7@ institutional use. 
The resulting abstract system adapts to existing conditions of protected art nouveau, Modernisme, 
built-fabric supporting an urbanism of agglomeration of smaller, fragmented lots and spaces for 
targeted small and medium sized information and design enterprises. The strategy prescribes no 
further top-down relationships between symetrical blocks yet gaming theory suggests that minimal 
inequities will cause asymmetrical ‘tilting.’ How will existing and predicted real-life differences affect 
this abstract system including existing built-fabric, social behaviors, transportation networks, edge 
conditions, uses, and geographic orientation?  How can this planning strategy provide a framework 
for participation that is evolvable?

Case studies included urban system design by Michael Weinstock, Patrick Schumacker and Zaha 
Hadid, Stan Allen and James Corner, Vicente Guillart, Karen McClosky and MVRDV. The case studies 
provided students an opportunity to develop techniques of parametric design at the scale of the city, 
testing limits, theory and context behind each designer’s work.

The second part of the course allowed students to develop an abstract bottom-up parametric system 
that is calibrated and applied to the real-world contextual conditions of the 22@ district and other 
locations including Portland and Eugene.
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Parametric Places
22@ Bottom Up Urban Design, Spring 2013 
 

Overview
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PARAMETRIC PLACES 22@: SMART URBAN ANALYSIS TOOLS AND PLACE BRANDING VALUE 
2013 SIM International Conference, Sustainable Intelligent Manufacturing, June 26-29, 2013 | Lisbon, Portugal
Philip Speranza, Assistant Professor, University of Oregon

Abstract
Parametric relationships between protected cultural buildings and public open space enhance the sustainability and place branding values of 
existing manufactured built form in city districts. The research investigates the development of smart urban design tools to understand these 
relationships in the 22@ information activities district of Barcelona. These tools identify design criteria parameters and use computation 
to create a unit block prototype that is subsequently informed with real world external data across the blocks of the 22@ study area. The 
outcome of these urban analysis tools is the ability to use computation to understand multiple urban design criteria for qualitative values.  The 
value is sustainable in the reuse of built form, social in the acknowledgement of culture and economic in the place branding value these tools 
provide to the ongoing evolvable identity of places. 

435b € = 
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1 Introduction
435€ billion: the value of the Eiffel Tower to the French Economy.    
(Monza & Brianza 2012)

Smart urban design tools identify and optimize relationships 
between modernisme historic built fabric manufacturing from 
previous generations and public open space to enhance the 
place brand identity of city districts such as Barcelona’s 22@ 
information activities district.  Protection and acknowledgement 
of patrimonio or culturally historic buildings, provides not only 
place branding value but also a sustainable approach toward the 
built environment as a non-polluting process, energy conservation 
and the minimizing the use of natural resources.   This new 
bottom up approach to urban design planning builds on open-
ended guidelines of the Digital Cities movement of the 1990’s and 
2000’s particularly tested in 22@ Barcelona.  Smart and bottom 
up design differs from traditional top down planning to allow 
for a more current attachment to place using in-telligent/smart 
technology for planning to adapt to each generation. 

2 Background
In 2000 the city government of Barcelona conceived of an 
information activities district, similar to Silicon Valley, located in 
the post-industrial neighborhood of Poblenou (Barcelo 2001).  Its 
dual purpose was to diversify the city’s business activities and 
to continue urban renewal along the waterfront. Unlike the time 
constrained tabula rasa top-down urban planning for the 1992 
Olympic Games that demolished large expanses of the city, the 
planning of 22@ promoted a plurality of small and medium sized 
enterprises by protecting historic industrial fabric and newly 
specified block-by-block guidelines for minimum requirements of 
10% open space, 10% protected residential and 10% 7@ social 
service uses.  Rather than adopting traditional axial structure 
to connect blocks, the connectivity of the 22@ blocks is left 
undefined. Likewise undefined are the relations between the 10% 
open spaces and the protected modernisme built fabric. 

The term place brand in the context I will use here explains the 
identity of a place as originated from over time from use, or what 
I call bottom up design.  In the case of Barcelona and 22@ the 
place brand is the Poblenou factory village once known as the 

Manchester of the Iberian Peninsula and the economic engine of 
Catalunya (22@ 2011).  Modern-isme, or the Catalan Art Nouveau 
movement, and particularly Anton Gaudí’s work in Barcelona, pro-
vides a clear economic place brand value for the city of Barcelona 
as exemplified with the Sagrada Familia ranking third at 90€ billion 
according to the Monza & Brianza Chamber of Commerce study 
of 2012. In the new 22@ information activities zone with greater 
density including towers up to fifteen stories tall and the removal of 
most built fabric, the material character of the built fabric provides 
a unique and value modernisme identity that is not optimized for 
the public experience of the place.

3 Approach
Parametric Places describes the research objectives used to create 
urban analysis tools to draw relationships between otherwise 
unrelated aspects of 22@ planning guidelines.  The research is 
done primarily in the Parametric Places media course with addition-
al data from the life | city | adaptation: Barcelona Urban Design 
Program, both within the research lab of the Bottom Up Urban 
Design Lab, at the University of Oregon, Portland and Eugene. 
The tools developed in this research were subsequently presented 
to the 22@ district planning office within the Ajuntament de 
Barcelona.

Although the research is technology innovation driven, the 
individual project tools are user driven to solve applications 
problems to enhance the needs of people.  The research operates 
from two ends, an understanding of urban design principles and an 
investigation of parametric media.  The urban design criteria and 
the parametric variables become one in the same.  The objective 
is to identify the criteria in the real world problem and building a 
parametric system that is unit, organization and external force, to 
simulate that condition. 

In the case of 22@ Barcelona we began by understanding the 
real world culture, history, material built fabric, transportation, 
urban structure, street sections and use of the 22@ district in 
Barcelona.   In parallel we developed parametric urbanism un-
derstandings working from singularities through sys-tems based 
parametric design using Grasshopper software and in some cases 
optimization algorithms using Galapagos software (Rutten 2007).
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We began with existing design criteria of the 22@ district. To 
capture new real estate values and change from the existing 22a 
heavy industrial use to contemporary information technology 
use property developers needed to provide within each block: 
10% public open space, 10% protected housing and 10% public 
services.  Floor area ratios were subsequently increased from 
2.0 to 3.0 (22@ 2011).  Additionally, and important to our place 
branding research, selective patrimonio, or culturally historic 
buildings, were protected in the district.  A systems based 
approach was begun with analysis of the underlying Cerdà 
Eixample plan and patterning exercises explored the analog 
method to understand unit to whole patterning variations and 
urban scale.  Case studies of parametric urban design work 
included the following: Stan Allen and James Corner’s Freshkills 
Park; Patrik Schumacher and Zaha Hadid’s Kartal-Pendik 
Masterplan; MVRDV Datatown; Ana Pla Catala’s GSD Barcelona 
Project; Neil Leach’s Swarm Urbanism; Vicente Guallart’s 
Cristobal de Moura Street .

Projects identified criteria as parameters to develop new planning 
tools for the district based on research identifying the purpose, 
importance and whom it served within the mixed IT worker and 
residential neighborhood. Projects included Historic / Open Space, 
with students Ben Prager & Ivan Kostic; Food Market @22, with 
students Jeffrey Stattler & Yin Yu and Cultural Use of Open Space 
with students Jared Barak and Casey Hagerman.

The approach used Grasshopper parametric plugin to develop sets 
of relationships.  Data including zoning use, protected built fabric, 
transportation, open space and street types were extracted from 
the 22@ district Ajuntament de Barcelona plan provided to us by 
the 22@ district planning office.  Research also relied on data 
from the 22@ Ten Years (22@ 2011) analytical research done by 
the Universidad Politécnica de Catalunya, UPC.

4 Parametric Places
Projects strived to develop an adaptive unit block first analog and 
then digitally. Conventional planning relies on two dimensional 
plans and written guidelines.  The research tests the possibility 
of using parametric models as zoning use tools.  The research 
projects looked to close a research gap of organization while 
building on the data collection and qualitative solutions of 

the previous l|c|a:BCN Urban Design programs including: in 
2012, University of Oregon’s ‘Connectivity’ and independent 
program ‘Materiality as Identity research’; in 2011 ‘Cultural 
Events’ and ‘Public Food Market Networks’. In these programs 
zoning uses and other criteria were mapped.  Previous research 
understandings of pueblos in Barcelona were explored in the 
paper (Speranza 2013) and place branding value (Speranza 2012) 
supported this research.

4.1 Historic / Open Space, Kostic Prager
The project Historic / Open Space investigates the relationship 
between historic modernisme presence and open space.  The 
importance of this idea was based on the place branding and 
sustainable value latent in such a relationship.  The relationship 
of the public open space to modernisme place branding would 
benefit both the business identity and residential pueblo identity of 
the district.

Human spatial experience is the real world objective of the project. 
The identification and protection of city texture via details and 
sensory experience can play an import role in how we recognize 
and remember a unique place (Vitiello and Willcocks 2006).  
Historic / Open Space seeks to optimize the latent value of the 
small-scale pueblo experience (Speranza 2013)  of the 22@ 
blocks.

The Francisco Franco regime’s strict enforcement of no new 
residential use resulted in limited residential construction between 
1935 and 1975, with distinguishable modernism buildings from 
1880 to 1935.  As an industrially zoned Poblenou area, open 
spaces were not provided as parks or as interior block patios, an 
exemplary aspect of typical Barcelona Exiample blocks.

The urban analysis tool Historic / Open Space thusly has the 
objective of relating public open space with the place branding 
value of historic built fabric, giving this limited but evenly 
distributed public space the modernisme identity of Barcelona, 
and in a similar though lesser degree the economic value of 
the Sagrada Familia example listed earlier.  This relationship is 
important because it increases the places branding value of the 
space and also reinforces the value of both the protected and 
subsequently unprotected historic built fabric of the block.  The 
reuse of these buildings in turn is a sustainable strategy by 
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reducing the energy of new construction, conserving natural 
resources and reinforcing the cultural value for people to live and 
work in the district. 

Criteria: Location, Size and Number
To abstract and quantify this qualitative experience of associating 
historic form with open space, three criteria were identified as 
indicators of this general relationship: location, size and number.  
While the parametric system focuses on the unit of one block, 
the relationships in fact operate across blocks, namely across 
the public right-of-ways of streets.  For this purpose parametric 
definitions, the term for scripting interface in Grasshopper, were 
de-veloped at first within one block. 

It was important to be reminded that the analytical value of this 
tool was not to make suggestions of holistic architecture nor 
urban design but rather a tool to reveal patterns based only on the 
parametric criteria built into the system.

Location: a simple parametric relationship was set up to attract 
open space to historic building.  
Size: a simple parametric relationship was setup to match the size 
of the open space with the historic building.
Number:  Given the 10% total open space but not knowing its 
number of distribution, the last parameter relates the number 
of evaluated historic building massing with the number of open 
spaces generated to equal 10% of the total block area.

 

Figure 1. Historic / Open Space, Three Criteria, students I. Kostic 
& B. Prager.

These three simple and abstract relationships were tested within 
a one block system.  To converge all three parametric criteria and 
use a real world block to test the system, the use of optimization 
was used to recommend an ideal solution to with real world 
external force data and the given block unit/organization.  The 
Galapagos plugin for Grasshopper computes and visualizes over 

time the possible solutions, arriving at a final optimal solution.

Figure 2. Historic / Open Space, Protected Historic Fabric, 
students I. Kostic & B. Prager.

The project team used a given site bound by Carrer de Pujades to 
the north and  Carrer de Lull to the south, and Carrer de Avila to 
the west and Carrer de Badajoz to the east.  The irregular buildings 
were regularized for the exercise.  A total nine-block set was used 
including one adjacent block in all direc-tions.

Figure 3. Historic / Open Space, Galapagos Optimization, 
students I. Kostic & B. Prager.

4.2 Emergent Patterns
The resulting optimization proposal highlighted three emergent 
patterns: 1) clustering spaces; 2) corner spaces and 3) interiors 
(block patios).  The analysis also made more observable new 
relationships such as the scale of walkability between open 
spaces and whether this scale would be more supportive of 
an emergent organization of a networking of connective nodes 
of open space or isolated islands of open space that are more 
disconnected across the district. 
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5 ADDITIONAL URBAN ANALYSIS TOOLS
Parametric Places tools were also developed with respect to 
place branding identity of food and cultural use of open space.  
The following tools demonstrate similar parametric criteria 
identification methods as the Historic/Open Space tool.  In each 
project qualitative cultural identity is analyzed via quantifiable 
indicators characteristic of the place.

5.1  Food Market @22
Food, like modernisme, is a central feature to the place brand 
identity of Barcelona. The MMBL Mercats de Barcelona network 
of thirty-nine public food markets provides fresh local and distant 
food to walkable neighborhoods in the City of Barcelona (Mercats 
2013). As a previously industrial district area, 22@ has no public 
food markets, with an area that could support up to three such 
markets. Previous research within the l|c|a:BCN Public Food 
Markets Network investigated how food distribution may provide 
connectivity between 10% open spaces.

Trends in food activities types are shifting in Bar-celona due 
changes in business hours, commuting times and immigration 
patterns from the traditional siesta two-hour lunch period and five-
meal day, to a more business focused one-hour lunch and three 
major meals.   The Food Markets 22@ tool visualizes different 
types of food activities at any chosen location. Food activity types 
include bakery, cooked/prepared foods, meat shop, wine store, 
fish story, grocery, fruits and vegetables, restaurants and bars.  
The tool uses food activity at store hours and real-time data in 

The food visualization tool also identifies parametric criteria of 
walkable scale.  The radius of a 500 meter walking distance 
would be adjustable by individual users based on comfort.  The 
radius may also be adjusted for topography. Qualitative cultural 
design objectives are quantified through more quantifiable 
indicators, in this case food establishment types, time, distance 
and topography. The project highlights Bruno Latour’s idea of 
the attachment of design in real-time to its site (Latour & Yaneva 
2008). Like other tools of the Parametric Places research this 
tool provides visual analysis of existing behaviors allowing urban 
design to better respond to changing patterns of use and place 
brand over time.

5.2 Cultural Use of Public Space
The use of public space in Barcelona has been attributed to a 
long history of cultural events, pueblo participation and climactic 
accessibility to exterior space. The tool Cultural Use of Public 
Space relates the size of the 10% open space to the adjacent 
dis-tance to large public spaces such as large parks and the water 
front recreational spaces in Barcelona.

The tool first analyzes the relation between the sizes of public 
open space the cultural use that it supports.  Based on this 
understand the tool builds a relationship between distance and 
size: the closer the 10% open space is to a large public space, 
the most dispersed the 10% unit block open space breaks up to 
support smaller activities.  The farther the 10% open space is 
the more that space attempt to whole and large to support larger 
activities.  Other criteria and complexity would be needed to match 
the complexity of the qualities of cultural use of public space but 

this tools provides a possible missing analysis in the guidelines of 
how the 10% open space me be used in regard to cultural use.
Figure 5. Cultural Use of Public Space, students J. Barak & C. 
Hagerman

visualizations. 
Figure 4. Food Market @22, students J. Stattler & Y. Yu
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5.3 Place Branding Value and Intelligent Manufacturing
The three tools under the Parametric Places research use 
intelligent design methods to support the historic manufacturing 
context.  They reveal synergistic values to the place brand of 
a location.  Consider that ‘the important thing to realize about 
branding a (place) is that it must be an amplification of what it is 
already there and not a fabrication’ (Gilmore 202). These tools do 
not create new place brands or new economic and sustainable 
value but reveal the latent value that preexists in a site.  The 
complexity of urban systems, the variety of criteria and the large 
data sets at the scale of districts and cities have provided relative 
resistance when compared to the use of parametric design and 
qualitative indicators at the scale of individual buildings.  

If these tools can identify and provide a metric for analyzing 
historic materiality at the scale of the block and district, then with 
the right metric they may also serve to consider the inclusion of 
materiality of new construction as well in urban design tools.   The 
focus on protected historic buildings has provided an advantage in 
this specific research for energy and material conservation based 
on existing cataloged building data but this would not likewise 
preclude the additional inclusion of performative criteria at the 
scale of districts as is currently being re-searched by others.  
 
6  CONCLUSIONS
Urban analysis tools used for measuring place branding and 
sustainability value are presented.  These tools rapidly evaluate 
urban design relationships with regard to existing and future 
building material manufacturing methods and augment existing 
non-traditional guideline planning strategies such as the 22@ 
guidelines for open space, protected residential use, services use 
and protected historic buildings.

With increased complexity of systems understandings of cities 
and the increased recognition of place branding value of identity 
of districts, urban analysis tools should be developed that inform 
designers during the planning criteria process and during the 
individual lot build out negotiated during the block and district 
development period.  It is envisioned that Parametric Places 
research tools such as the Open Space/History, Food Market 
@22 and Cultural Use of Open Space tools could guide city poli-
ticians, planners and designers toward synergyoriented design of 
new urban spaces and the reuse of existing districts in a way that 

captures latent place branding value of a location. 

The use of parametric design in urban design at the scale of 
the district and block enhances the holistic design of urban 
space.  Once existing manufacturing methods are destroyed, 
they are often lost forever.  Multi-objective optimization criteria 
could be used for complex urban design conditions including 
reuse.  These intelligent tools would support a new generation 
of sustainable design, where values of the past inform 
environments of the future. 
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PROPOSING STATIONS
zeta fernanDo + stephen maher
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FARM CITY
erIca thompson + wes thompson
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Farm City:
Rainwater and  Rooftop Food Growing in Barcelona’s 22@ District
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Thesis: 
As cities are encouraged to become more self-sustaining and independent, blocks within Barcelona’s 22@ district should 
be evaluated for their potential to support rooftop agriculture and rainwater collection.

Objectives:
• Promote urban agriculture in 22@ district by identifying which sites are optimal for food production and/or rainwater 
catchment
• Divert stormwater and reduce sewer overflow
• Support 22@ mixed use requirements

Parameters:
• Surface area (minimum)
• Building type
• Roof type
• Building height

Farm City
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Relationship:

Estimated Ratio:

agriculture

1

6

water

Sustainable rooftop growing must be supported by rainwater collection 

BARCELONA ANNUAL RAINFALL:
• 628 mm
• Annual rooftop water collection:
   471liters/square meter
• Estimated annual water needed for             
greenroof:
   3,650 liters/square meter
• Estimated ratio for greenroof area to           
rooftop collection:
   6:1 square meters
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Growing Season
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Buildings with inadequate roof area/program

Agricultural production

Rainwater collection

Proposal

The proposal is designed to support development in 22@ with recommendations for rooftop growing and rainwater 
collection. As new development occurs and old buildings are retrofitted, the city of Barcelona may wish to establish 
rooftop use requirements or incentive programs. 

Produce city also fosters water management and conservation by reducing stormwater runoff and supporting agricul-
ture with rainwater collected from within the block. 

The parametric inputs seek to optimize roof locations based on collection and growing area. In addition, roof mate-
rial will be considered in the case of water collection to avoid using surfaces with high levels of chemicals or harmful 
compounds. 
Building type, such as historic or new construction, will also be considered in the placement of roof gardens.

While outside of the scope of this project, further green roof optimization efforts could consider solar access and 
building height differentials as it relates to water flow.
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Parameter:
Surface Area

building type

Optimal area for growing (m2) Optimal area for water collection (m2)

0

50,000 

This parameter assumes 
that the study buildings’ 
roofs need to be over a 
certain size to be viable for 
either water collection or 
growing. Smaller roofs may 
not be economically profit-
able for growing, and they 
are also more likely to be 
private residences. 
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Parameter:
Building Type

building type

Tech office bldg 
(large loads)

Tech office bldg 

multi-family housing (new)

multi-family housing

historic industrial
(large loads)

historic industrial

modernista

An area of concern for col-
lecting rainwater and grow-
ing crops is the structural 
capacity of the case study 
buildings’ roofs. Each block 
was assessed in terms of 
the building types, which 
would ultimately depend on 
the construction and viability 
to support extra roof loads. 
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Parameter:
Roof Type

clay shingle

concrete

corrugated metal

fiberglass

wood shake

bitumen

asphalt0

1

Part of the agricultural plan 
for each block includes 
collecting rainwater from 
adjacent roofs to water the 
crops. Sanitation of the 
water is of large concern 
because some roof materi-
als are known to contain 
toxic chemicals that could 
harm the crops. A rating of 
0-1 is applied to each roof 
type in order of its potential 
to harm a water system.
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Parameter:
Building Height

building type

In order for a series of 
buildings on a block to be 
considered for growing, the 
building that collects rain-
water must be higher than 
the building with the crops. 
This allows for excess 
water to supply the water 
needs of the crop without 
excess energy being used 
for pumps.

∆ Maximum and Minimum 
Building Heights

∆ Maximum and minimum 
building heights
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Parametric
Process

buildings scored 
by height (0-1)

block data provided 
by 22@

INPUTS EVALUATION

height score > .5

height score < .5
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EVALUATION
DEGREES OF 
INFLUENCE OUTPUTS

calculate rainwater 
collection area

calculate green 
roof area

score buildings by 
building type

score buildings by 
roof type

degree of saturation (blue)

x1.5 factor

x1.5 factor

x.5 factor

x.5 factor

degree of saturation (green)

ADD VALUES 
AND REMAP 
RESULTS (0-1)
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Water collection buildings 

Agricultural production buildings

Vegetation for thermal benefits 
and food production

Rainwater capture 
and storage

case study block
Water collection buildings

Agricultural production buildings

building type

building type

Applying the
Parameters
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Roof Area
Roof Type Building Use

case study block

Water Collection

max min

Viability Based on Parameters

Agricultural Production

Water Collection

max min

Agricultural Production

Multiple-
Block Plan
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COMPLETE STREET FRONTS
Dan anthony + anDres UttIng
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Reviews, Oli 4 Palacio, Gotico, Barcelona 

l|c|a:BCN Final Review, August 2012

l|c|a:BCN Final Review, August 2013
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l|c|a:BCN Final Review, August 2013, student Annie Ledbury

l|c|a:BCN Final Review, August 2013, Introduction



Philip Speranza is a registered architect in Oregon, New York and California and LEED accredited professional, 
principal of Speranza Architecture, an Assistant Professor at the University of Oregon’s School of Architecture and 
Allied Arts, and Director of the l|c|a: BCN Urban Design Program. He has worked at the offices of Steven Holl 
Architects in New York and Carlos Ferrater in Barcelona and established his own practice in 2004.  Philip holds a 
Masters of Architecture from Columbia University and a Bachelor of Science in Architecture from the University 
of Virginia.  Design projects in the United States and Spain have included urban design, civic art installations 
in collaboration with the artist Janet Echelman, infrastructure, mixed-use development and private homes.  His 
design entry, Foot-Hills, was selected as finalist and third-place honors for the Market Value International Design 
Competition for downtown Charlottesville. 

Research interests in Barcelona examine contemporary methods of inclusive development in the 22@ information 
activities district that, unlike the Olympics waterfront development, maintain an agglomeration of small and medium 
sized enterprises and provide mixed-use occupancy within each city block to reinforce a sense of place connected 
to past uses. Walking distances determine networked neighborhood locations of food market, recreation, and 
business activities.  This current research in urban design also includes September 11 memorials in New Jersey 
included in the conference “Making Meaning of 9/11: Local Impacts, Global Implications” on the tenth anniversary 
of the events in New York as an investigation of how location and internal geometry reflect patterns of community 
values and identity over time.  This research has also included civic art installations in collaboration with the artist 
Janet Echelman in Porto, Phoenix, Vancouver and San Francisco.  To this end the research deploys digital and 
analog methods of drawing and diagramming to document existing activities and conditions and to test future 
possibilities.

Instructor
Biography

Participating 
Students

Acknowledgements Life, City, Adaptation: Barcelona Urban Design is an accredited program of the Department of Architecture, School 
of Architecture and Allied Arts, at the University of Oregon.  I would like to give special acknowledgement to Ivan 
Kostic for his continued assistance with Grasshopper and Rhino 3D and his continued presence to share ideas.

Parametric Places Spring 2013

Dan Anthony 
Zeta Fernandez
Erik Herman 
Stephen Maher 
Erica Thompson
Wes Thompson
Andres Utting 
Wayne You

Parametric Places Spring 2012

Jared Barak
Assunta Cicalese
Samantha Gatzke
Casey Hagerman
Ivan Kostic
Shannon Ladner
Adam Oswald
Benjamen Prager
Hans Rasmussen

Tyler Short
Jeffrey Stattler
Andy White
Yin Yu
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